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CAR ACCESSORIES TO MAKE 

OF YOUR VAUXHALL



All prices shown include fitting and VAT. Available at participating Retailers only. Some products may vary from images shown.

VAUXHALL ACCESSORIES RANGE

With Genuine Vauxhall Accessories you can 
make the right choice for your car and for 
your lifestyle. Whether it’s more style, extra 
carrying capacity or just a bit more practicality, 
we’ve got it covered.
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ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

PROTECTION
No new car owner likes to see wear and tear impair their cherished vehicle 
ahead of time. That’s why it’s sensible to protect your investment by keeping 
it in the best condition possible. With Vauxhall protection products, it’s simple.

*Not available on some models when fitted with exterior styling accessories.
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Floor Mats

Genuine Velour 
(set of four for all models, 
set of six for Zafira Classic)

From £50

Genuine Rubber 
(set of four for all models, 
set of six for Zafira Classic)

From £38

Economy
(set of four) 

From £27

ALL MODELS

Cargo Liner

Don’t let your car’s load area take a 
beating. This semi-rigid moulded 
plastic liner provides maximum 
protection, yet is easily removed 
for cleaning.

From £50

Body Side Mouldings

Zafira Tourer £180

ADAM £190

Meriva £190

Astra GTC £225

Astra  £250

Corsa From £250

Mokka £260

Bumper Protection Film

Hard-wearing clear film, protects the rear 
bumper during loading and unloading, 
helping to prevent minor scratches.

From £33

Mudflaps

Set of four fitted.

From £100*

-  excluding Cascada
and Ampera

ZAFIRA 
CLASSIC

CORSA MERIVAADAM ASTRA  ASTRA  
SPORTS 
TOURER



ALL MODELS

LIFETIME WARRANTY

VX Protect has a lifetime warranty of up to 
100,000 miles* to ensure your new Vauxhall’s 
paintwork and fabric remains looking perfect, 
even when under constant attack from 
everyday dirt and grime.

WHAT IS COVERED?

VX Protect guarantees that the paintwork 
of treated vehicles will not fade or suffer 
noticeable deterioration of the gloss finish.

The warranty also covers fabric seats and 
carpets suffering permanent stains from 
beverages or similar liquids. 

Pick up a VX Protect Leaflet 
at your local Retailer for 
more information. 

PROTECTION

*For full Terms and Conditions please go to www.vauxhall.co.uk/vxprotect or call 0141 633 5933. Aftercare kits vary depending on level of kit purchased, ask your Retailer for more information.

VX Protect forms a hi-tech microfi lm that bonds to your car’s 
paintwork, preventing the accumulation of dirt and repelling 
ultra-violet rays, pollution and acid rain. In a similar way, 
VX Protect shields the fabrics and carpet in your car by coating 
each fi bre with a resin-based formula that shrugs off spillages or 
dirt,  making them easy to remove. This invisible barrier reduces 
friction between fi bres, prolonging the life of the material while 
retaining the natural texture and appearance.

VX Protect will leave you with a showroom fi nish and you’ll even 
receive a complimentary VX Protect aftercare kit to keep your 
vehicle looking its very best.
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PROTECTION
Manufactured in Great Britain, Autoglym car care 
products are highly respected around the world 
and are renowned for exceptional performance and 
dependable quality.

Autoglym Finishing Cloth  

Perfect for buffing surfaces to a 
shine, the specially selected 
microfibre weave will enhance 
the performance of many 
Autoglym products.

 £7.99

Autoglym High Definition Wax  

Contains a carefully balanced, yet complex blend 
of polymers, carnauba and microcrystalline 
waxes. Gives treated surfaces a very high gloss, 
combined with exceptional resistance to 
environmental contaminants. 

 £45.50

Autoglym Alloy
Wheel Seal  

This easy-to-use seal forms a 
protective coating on all types of 
alloy wheels. Dirt is caught on 
the coating rather than attacking 
the wheel directly.

450ml £7.25

Autoglym Super
Resin Polish  

Suitable for all types and 
colours of paint; light scratches, 
swirls, stains and scuffs will 
vanish leaving your paintwork 
like new.

325ml £10.75

Autoglym Car
Glass  Polish 

This deep-cleaning cream safely 
removes road grime, water marks, 
insects remains, oil, grease and 
bird droppings from glass without 
marking or scratching.

325ml £6.99

Autoglym Bodywork 
Shampoo Conditioner  

This pH neutral formulation is 
packed with active ingredients 
which will safely clean your 
vehicle, without stripping away 
any polish or wax you have 
previously applied.

500ml £6.99

Autoglym Extra
Gloss Protection  

Durable, easy-to-use sealant 
that forms a barrier, sealing 
polish in and dirt out.

325ml £10.75
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Autoglym Instant
Tyre Dressing  

Make your tyres look as 
good as new and enhance 
the appearance of your 
vehicle.

500ml £6.75

Autoglym
Interior Shampoo 

This easy-to-use 
spray-and-wipe formula 
removes stains and 
grime from all interior 
fabrics and hard surfaces.

500ml £6.75

Autoglym Vinyl &
Rubber Care  

A spray-on product that 
restores original surface 
colour and provides a 
clear protective coating to 
plastic and rubber car 
components.

500ml £7.75

Autoglym 
Clean Wheels 

The fast-acting formula 
removes dirt and brake 
dust from your wheels 
quickly, effectively and 
safely. Suitable for 
lacquered alloys, painted 
and plastic finishes.

500ml £8.25



ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

ALL MODELS

- excluding Cascada

Privacy Shades

Provide shade for rear seat passengers and
increase security. The tailored fit allows the rear 
windows to be opened with the shades remaining
in place. Available as individual or full sets.

Rear side shades (set of two) From £48

Rear window shades  From £58 

Full set  From £106

Four fully flush 
front bumper     Painted  £350
mounted sensors Unpainted £320                      

Four fully flush 
rear bumper     Painted  £330
mounted sensors Unpainted £300

Parking Sensors 

Activated automatically as you select reverse, 
this clever system beeps faster the closer you 
get to an obstruction. 

Dog Guard

Vauxhall’s strong, durable dog guards are tailor-made to fit your 
vehicle and designed to keep your pet safely in place.

From £120 fitted

SAFETY
Reassuring practicality is at the heart of our 
safety accessories. Giving you that extra feeling of 
confidence, they have been specifically designed 
by Vauxhall designers, purely for Vauxhall cars.
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MOKKAASTRA  ZAFIRA
CLASSIC

INSIGNIA
SPORTS
TOURER



ALL MODELS

*Only available for vehicles with factory installed navigation system

SAFETY
ISOFIX Base 

The ISOFIX base is required 
when using an ISOFIX cradle. 
The cradle clicks into the 
ISOFIX base and is perfect for 
keeping your child safe while 
travelling.

£208

First Aid Kit 

This kit is useful to have in your vehicle 
and also required when taking your vehicle 
abroad as these are required by law in 
most European countries.  

£13

Safety Pack

First aid kit, warning triangle and 
hi-visibility vest: an essential for 
travelling in Europe.

£20
Seasonal items also available.

Rear View Camera*

This rear view camera helps you 
spot possible obstacles behind 
your vehicle. 

Meriva  £363

Zafira Tourer £281

ALL MODELS

Child Seats

Baby Safe 0-13kg  £119

Duo ISOFIX 9-18kg  £317

Kid 15-36kg  £144

Vauxhall Baby Mirror £18



TOURING It doesn’t seem to make any difference how big your car is, sooner
or later you always fi nd you need more room for carrying things. 
That’s when an addition such as a tow bar or a roof carrier system 
becomes invaluable.

*Must be used in conjunction with a base carrier. **Assumes Rear Electrical Centre is already present.
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Mokka Side Steps 

Stylish, functional and tailored to perfectly 
fit your Mokka, these Side Steps offer 
increased side protection and a stable step 
up (up to 150kg) for easier access to roof 
bars or roof attachments.

£490

Tow Bars

Detachable Tow Bar with 12N Electrics **

Mokka £540

Zafira Classic £550

Corsa £620

Astra J ST £625

Cascada £635

Astra J £655

Meriva £705

Insignia £710

Astra GTC £720

Zafira Tourer £725

Antara £840

Base Carriers

From £120

ALL MODELS

-  excluding Cascada 
and Ampera

MOKKA £236

FlexFix® Extension
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TOURING
We know what it’s like, you’re always on the go. We’ve 
partnered with Thule, the market leader in carrier systems, 
to offer a wide variety of touring products. Thule helps you 
transport things safely, easily and in style so that you are free 
to live your active life.

*Must be used in conjunction with a base carrier.

Thule Hull-a-Port PRO 837*

Perfect for adventurers, this tiltable kayak carrier provides stable 
and space-saving transportation of kayaks. The pads have an 
extremely thick felt layer to protect the hull of the kayak. 

£154

Hard - Ocean 80 - 340L capacity  £215

Hard - Pacific 200 - 460L capacity £320

Hard - Pacific 700 - 460L capacity £336

Hard - Pacific 200 RH - 460L capacity £350

Hard - Pacific 700 RH - 460L capacity £369

Hard - Atlantis 780 - 480L capacity £577

Hard - Spirit 820 - 480L capacity £760

Hard - Excellence - 520L capacity £1,000

Soft - Ranger 90 - 340L capacity £260

Soft - Ranger 500 - 300L capacity £345

Thule Ski / Snowboard Carrier 
Deluxe 726*

Hit the slopes in style with this 
aerodynamic and adjustable Thule Ski 
Carrier. It enables the safe and secure 
transportation of up to six pairs of skis 

or four snowboards.

£126

Thule ProRide 591*

This easy-to-handle bike carrier 
provides convenient transportation 
on the roof. The self-adjusting frame 
holder allows easy loading, while the 
quick release straps fit all wheel 
sizes. One carrier holds one bike.

£103

Thule Roof Boxes*

These easy-to-fit, aerodynamic Thule roof boxes provide additional weatherproof luggage capacity with 
secure locking. There are ten models available, with capacities ranging from 300 litres to 520 litres.

All Thule products are suitable for all models, excluding Cascada and Ampera.



17" Five Double-Spoke £810

CORSA

18" Five Spoke £70517" Five Star-Spoke £985

CORSA

18" Five Double-Spoke £1,025

18" Five Double-Spoke £835 18" Ten Double-Spoke £70518" Five Star-Spoke £1,075 18" Turbine £1,660

19" Five Spoke £1,240 18” Five Double-Spoke  £1,15019" Five Spoke £1,105 20" Five Twin-Spoke £995

MOKKA

INSIGNIA INSIGNIA
SPORTS
TOURER

ASTRA 

CASCADA

INSIGNIA INSIGNIA
SPORTS
TOURER

ASTRA 

ALLOYS
Nothing sets your Vauxhall apart like a set of 
new alloys. To fi nd out about the other alloys we 
offer, please speak to your local Retailer.

Set of four wheels fi tted. Excludes tyres.
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19" Atomic £1,075

ASTRA GTC ASTRA GTC 

ADAMZAFIRA 
CLASSIC

INSIGNIA



Prices include painting and fitting.

STYLING
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ZAFIRA
CLASSIC

ASTRA HB ASTRA ST
£1,665

£1,735

From £350

VXR Styling Kits

Corsa VXR Styling Kit

Front and rear lower skirts, 
side sills and roof spoiler. 

£1,550

Astra GTC VXR Styling Kit

Front and rear lower skirts 
and side sills*.

£1,675

Mokka VXR Styling Kit

Front and rear lower 
skirts and side sills.

£1,300

Zafira Tourer VXR Styling Kit

Front and rear lower skirts, 
side sills and roof spoiler. 

£1,550

MERIVA B

£1,805

Rear Spoiler
ALL MODELS

- excluding 
Cascada. Insignia 
Sports Tourer 
and Ampera*Roof spoiler available at additional cost.

Ready to stand out from the crowd? This is the place to start. We have a 
selection of VXR styling kits to give your Vauxhall the edge. Whether it’s 
a rear spoiler, side sills or lower skirts, our head-turning VXR kits are 
developed and designed to integrate with your Vauxhall. 



ALL MODELS

†excluding Insignia 
Sports Tourer

Prices include painting and fitting.

STYLING

Corsa Irmscher Styling Kit

Front and rear lower spoiler, 
roof spoiler and side skirts.

£1,750

Astra GTC Irmscher Styling Kit

Front and rear lower spoiler, roof spoiler and side skirts.

£1,750

Astra (5dr & Sports Tourer) Irmscher Styling Kit

Front and rear lower spoiler, roof spoiler, side skirts and twin rear exhausts.

£1,750

Irmscher Floor Mats £66

Irmscher Grilles From £180

Irmscher Rear Spoiler† £550

Irmscher Exhaust & Rear 
Lower Skirt Packages From £825

Irmscher Exhaust 
& Styling Kit From £2,150
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Antara Irmscher Styling Kit

Front and rear lower spoiler, rear roof spoiler and running side boards.

£2,000

Agila Irmscher Styling Kit

Front and rear lower spoiler and roof spoiler.

£1,100

Irmscher have been providing Styling accessories for Vauxhall 
for over 40 years. Developed and produced specifically for our 
models, you can be assured that these styling products are 
made to fit your Vauxhall perfectly. 
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Now you are able to browse all of the Genuine Vauxhall Accessory range 
featured within this brochure on your phone with just the click of a button. 

All you need to do is follow a few easy steps. First install a free QR code 
reader App. When you open the newly downloaded App, your phone 
will switch to camera mode.

Then focus your phone on the QR code and it will direct you straight to the 
Genuine Vauxhall Accessories web page. 

Give it a try and make MORE of your Vauxhall.

www.vauxhall.co.uk/accessories

INFORMATION
When you’re buying accessories for your Vauxhall, it’s 
great to know you’re getting products that have been 
selected specifi cally for how well they perform on 
your vehicle. It’s also reassuring to know that there’s 
comprehensive Vauxhall warranty on all of our products. 
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